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ABSTRACT: This article focuses on the presentation of a curricular unit of an online master's course and its innovative pedagogical design: share, participate in Open Education and its integration of Open Educational Resources towards an opening movement for knowledge democratization. Thus, are analyzed pedagogical strategies and their impact in students learning process to determine the importance of this movement for an effective and successful learning process. Based on the perspectives of teachers and students (Portuguese, Brazilian and Africans), in order to understand the dynamics of using and sharing online resources in their pedagogical practices, we signal the need to develop innovative open educational practices from the point of view of (co) authorship for the integration of Open Educational Resources in online education and we highlight the students' products resulting from this process and reveal the achievements that this philosophy can reach.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Even today, dominates pedagogically a teaching model centered on the teacher and the one-way transfer of knowledge, in which learning becomes less the autonomous acquisition of knowledge and more for the development of specific curricular skills and other cross-cutting, which makes it a priority adequate organization and planning of Teaching and Learning Process (TLP). This way of conducting the process results in curricula and teachers unprepared to develop a self-regulated learning (ZIMMERMAN, 2002; ZIMMERMAN; BONNER; KOVACH, 1996).

However, there are already movements that begin to question and to review the way of learning and teaching. These initiatives observed that traditional education, which placed the teacher as the center of the teaching-learning process, it is exceeded by the quality of teaching and learning, which adopts self regulation of student as the
foundation of innovation in the area (GOMES; TAVARES, 2000; MACHADO; ALMEIDA, 2000; ROSARIO, MOURAO; SALGADO, 2006; SANTIAGO, 2000).

In 2013, the European Commission presented an action plan which addresses the challenges that schools and higher education institutions face in adapting to new technologies and integrate them in their teaching methods. "Open the World Systems of Education" is the motto to promote innovation and digital skills in schools and European universities.

In this field, called the movement of open access or free access, we will place our practices with regard to teaching and research. This movement aims to promote free and open access to scientific and academic literature, promoting a change in the work carried out by researchers and institutions.

Given the importance of understanding the specific role of teachers, analyze their practices and the impact on student learning in this framework and in the context of this global movement in terms of Open Educational Resources (OER) and educational practices, in the first part of this article will be addressed the theoretical concepts that underlie this experience. The second part will be presented examples of resources and activities of the pedagogical design of a curricular unit (CU) of an online master's degree and, in the third part, the testimony of two students on the impact of this teaching method and this movement for their learning processes. The findings indicates the need to develop innovative educational practices from the point of view of teaching (co)authored for integration of OER in online education.

2. THEORETICAL CONTEXTUALIZATION

Research on the process of teaching and learning reveals that to get good results we should take into account the following components: i) setting goals; (ii) time management; (iii) definition of learning strategies; (iv) monitoring; (v) adapted causal attributions; (vi) resources searching; (vii) beliefs of self-efficacy; and (viii) motivation. Other studies (SCHUNK; ZIMMERMAN, 1994, 1998) indicate that the learning level of students varies according to the presence or absence of each of the key components above, when compensating for individual differences is performed effectively. Thus, the learning strategies that allow the acquisition and retention of new information can be more
important in mental skills when we verify a positive relationship between their quality and academic performance.

Rosário, Núñez and Pienda (2006) defines learning strategies as a guiding systematic plan of school work to achieve the desired goals. These strategies, according to Rosario (2004), cover the behavior and thoughts used by students during the learning process in order to influence their coding process.

We affirm with Paiva (2007), different students show diverse ways of learning depending on the method or strategy they adopt. Some have a more dynamic and active role in the acquisition of knowledge (contributing ideas in rooms or virtual classes, doing discuss views, read in books and articles themselves) and others take a passive learning (listening to the teacher and colleagues discuss without intervention or visible effort). The literature states that learning should involve the use of general and specific learning strategies to achieve the educational goals set from self efficacy perceptions (ROSÁRIO; NÚÑEZ; PIENDA, 2006; ZIMMERMAN; BONNER; KOVACH, 1996). Students who regulate their own learning have the ability to, on the one hand to exercise control over the different dimensions of the learning process, including the selection, combination and coordination of cognitive strategies in a particular context; and, second, to channel resources to the different aspects of the teaching and learning process (Rosario et al., 2006).

Therefore, the importance of sharing knowledge and the role of higher education systems in today’s global knowledge economy has been recognized over the last few years, initiatives and organizations all over the world. However, this has been a movement that has elapsed a bit on the margins of political decisions, both at Commission level and at the level of European countries in general. To help launch the initiative, the European Commission announced a new Web site, Open Education Europe, which allows students, professionals and schools to share educational resources open to unrestricted use.

In the field of education itself, and more particularly to higher education, many institutions have incorporated the technology in its management, administration and educational programs: investment in LMS platforms (learning management systems), continuous access to library resources, electronic/digital equipment, among other examples. Without questioning its benefits to education and to students in particular, it is noted that these investments have taken place in the context of the dominant educational
model centered on the teacher and the one-way transfer of knowledge. However, the development of new distance education models network reveals the need for changes in the traditional paradigm, in particular for higher education, whose potential beneficiaries are located all over the world, hence the need to "open education" (EUROPEAN COMMISSION, 2013).

A set of initiatives that has had echo in the open education movement is related to the theme of OER and are considered basic in the creation of educational opportunities for innovation. Still, several studies and the authors (CONOLE, 2012; WILEY; HILTON, 2009; YUAN; POWELL, 2013; EHLERS, 2011; MULDER, 2011) confirm that, over a decade after the start of OER movement or the traditional business model of higher education, or approaches in pedagogical practices have undergone major changes. Ehlers (2011) states that, despite the increasing availability of OER, supported by a growing number of initiatives and projects, their use has not had the same evolution. The author admits that this is because there’s still an emphasis on expanding access to digital content, regardless of whether it will support the educational practices and the promotion of quality and innovation in teaching and learning. Thus, it suggests that to provide educational opportunities for all citizens, to widen the focus beyond access, to include 'innovative open educational practices' (EHLERS, 2011).

In this process, teachers play a key role. In a report presented to UNESCO entitled "Open Educational Resources - Open content for higher education," Albright (2005) recognizes the following:

The key component of OER is the educational content, and the essential source is the instructor who provides that content and agrees to make it freely and openly available. Whether OER is driven by ‘top-down’ institutional systems or ‘bottom-up’ individualized initiatives, the higher education faculty member is pivotal to creation of the educational substance. Securing the backing and involvement of faculty members is therefore a major priority for institutions involved in OER development. (ALBRIGHT, 2005, p. 7).

Therefore, the educational level, teachers (regardless of their more or less active roles in technology co-development of OER) have the challenge of creating possibilities of integration of educational technology network in the teaching and learning process and also in research activities. Thus, openness and flexibility are both conceptual and operational order. In other words, this means that in addition to the theoretical discussion
about a student centered learning and the open education principles concrete practices are needed.

2.1. Presence of OER in the pedagogical design of a curricular unit - teaching outlook

The knowledge and the appropriation of innovative ways of teaching / learning network implies flexibility and diversification of educational resources and activities options. It is an important point for the support of two-way communication around the curriculum content and educational practice in research communities focusing on the presence of the school (Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Adapted from Community of Inquiry - Elements of an educational experience. Source: Garrison, Anderson e Archer (2000, p. 88).

The teaching presence is manifested "when the teacher defines the program, plan and prepare the course, and continues throughout the supply of this, to guide students where necessary" (KERCKHOFFS, 2011, p. 24). If the culture of open thought is mobilized by OER integration movement as innovation for the democratization of access...
to knowledge (VON HIPPEL, 2005), it is understood the centrality of the special task of teachers (cognitive process and social relations). Making modes of production increasingly participatory and collaborative requires thinking the conditions and contours of teaching and the conceptions and pedagogical models involved (AMADOR; NOBRE; BARROS, 2016).

Thus, we highlight examples of resources and activities of the CU Master's course in Pedagogy of Elearning (MPEL) of the Open University of Portugal (UAb): Materials and Resources for eLearning in the academic year 2015-2016.

This CU had the structure of a Learning Agreement (Figure 2) contemplating: 1) Goals; 2) Skills; 3) Contents; 4) Methodology; 5) Features- Bibliography; 6) Learning Environment; 7) Sequence; 8) Evaluation; 9) Roadmap activities. This contract was made available to students from the beginning of the semester with explanations of the dynamics planned by the teacher and the appropriate schedule.

In this CU, the OER are the core content, developed in three subjects (Table 1):

| Issue I. Open Educational Resources | 1. Some basic concepts connected to the notion of "openness";  
2. Origin, social, technical and educational importance/impact;  
3. How to use and for what. Importance of adaptation, design and sharing. |
|------------------------------------|------------------------------------------------------------------|
| Issue II. Selection and Use of Open Educational Resources | 1. Repositories and other sources of online OER;  
2. Research, analysis and selection of OER;  
3. Use of OER in a specific learning situation. |
| Issue III. Production of Open Educational Resources | 1. Tools and services that enable the creation and publication of OER;  
2. Design, development and publication of a OER. |

Table 1: Contents of the CU Materials and Resources for Elearning.

While the integration of OER in the pedagogical design of virtual courses can represent itself an innovation, implemented experience, the process of authorship and co-authorship was planned that he might become possible to optimize the resources and activities making them: a) resources interactive potential; b) authored and co-authored marked by interactions and group work; c) materials produced educational and open technological nature (NOBRE; MALLMANN, 2016). Thus, students have access to various materials and activities carried out explicitly on the OER movement (Figure 2).
The pedagogical design of Resources and Activities (teaching materials) CU strengthened an open educational context. The priority was to enable an innovative approach in teaching practices in UAb that challenges students to develop research and appropriation of digital resources already developed by peers. Throughout CU, interactions in the Moodle forums (Figure 3) allowed to achieve success in collaborative curation, reuse, remixing, authored and coauthored.

Source: Portal Virtual Campus - http://elearning.uab.pt
The contents reconstructed collectively by the student under the guidance of teacher, can again be shared to enlarge its reuse in other academic and / or professional situations. Expanded to the conditions and pedagogical and technological contours, generating a network share of culture creation, adaptation and reuse of OER.

The pedagogical design, guided by the principles of TLP and OER generated theoretical and practical innovation in formal education. That is, both the teacher as the students became active and co-responsible for the strengthening of learning in collaborative networks centered in the process of re-creation of open content.

The pedagogical design produced innovative practices based on OER integration, strengthening the discussion of the materials and resources to eLearning. All this, within a social and cultural context marked by social media accessibility and digital convergence. Both the teaching practices as academic / scientific research need to move towards a more collaborative operation of production in line with emerging applications (PASTEUR Project 40A)

In the implemented experience, access, development and sharing among participants gave up due to the adoption of some essential aspects in open education: a) unrestricted access to early versions of produced content;
b) organization of activities within a space / time by default academic semester schedule but flexible from the point of view of synchronous and asynchronous distance interaction mediated by technology;
c) composition of groups around themes determined by the CU program, but consistent with the learning objectives defined for each component;
d) logistics available to the technological support of both interactions as production, storage and sharing of new versions.

The participation of students throughout the semester was notorious and growing to the extent that they felt challenged to break with conceptions and traditional teaching learning practices. The pedagogical design of CU requires culture of participation of all from the beginning to the end of the semester is in discussions forum, whether in the preparation of thematic content.

Innovation in teaching design breaks with static assumptions of education mediated by networked technologies that in many cases, is neglecting the potential of digital platforms turning them into content repositories with little or no interactivity.

The Open Educational Practice (OEP) developed by integrating OER generated strong expectations for the development of the next CU marked by significant changes in the way students and teachers they access, create and recreate content and research methodologies, teaching and learning.

2.2. The OER in the promotion of successful learning experiences - students outlooks

In the 2019-2020 school year at CU, of course MPEL UAb, Materials and Resources for eLearning were enrolled 14 students. They participated throughout the semester and all ended successfully.

To allow another view of CU, as well as presented by the teacher, is exposed, then the experiments/experiences (the find out, assimilate, the sharing, the building) two students said CU in the same school year.

2.3 Learning process

With the presentation and discussion of the CU learning contract began an intense journey through the world of OER and experienced a process of learning quite challenging, thought-provoking and motivating.
Expectations about the dimensions of OER were high, particularly with regard to deepen knowledge and develop skills about their educational potential and dimensions that relate to 5 Rs - retain, reuse, revise, remix and redistribute. It was found that the starting context for this discovery process were already consistent, particularly in awareness by students of the need to respect copyright, as well as the advantages that an open knowledge promotes both the pedagogical possibilities of the same either by the potential democratization of knowledge through the adoption of OER philosophy.

The CU learning process began with an intense reflection on the first business forum with students invited to discuss about the OER and build collaboratively, knowledge of the same, particularly with regard to its concept, nature, implementation and evaluation, through the reading of texts indicated by the teacher or resulting from research and personal reflection on this topic. The students participated actively and intensively in the discussions and launched reflection points scientifically based on the most current theories on the practices and key issues relating to OER. The discussion forum about the potential, challenges and opportunities of OER in the context of eLearning allowed a shared construction of knowledge, as well as the comments that were developed to products that were resulting from learning strategies of classmates who enabled this virtual learning community experienced an effective and successful knowledge of the OER philosophy.

It is noteworthy that the pedagogical strategy of using forums as spaces for interaction and debate throughout the process was essential to promote a highly collaborative and participatory learning, for each production, individual or collective, was submitted to assessment of classmates who, in turn, contributed in an essential way to the improvement of the work presented and to consolidate learning.

It’s necessary to highlight the active presence of the teacher (Figure 4), which fostered a spirit set of active search for information and continuously overcome every challenge and unconditional support to promote this academic growth.
2.4 Goods of learning experiences

As mentioned in this article, the pedagogical design of this unit enabled the effective development of a virtual learning community that experienced learning experiences and experienced not only the contact with theories about OER philosophy, but also the effective development of OER and products of different themes associated with them.

The diversity of activities designed for this CU allowed an intense experience of the dynamics of an open education. Since the writing of texts on the issue OER, the annotated bibliographies, research and sharing of sources/online OER repositories (with proper explanation for the selection), selection and use of OER (with foundation and development of learning scenarios that integrate), farm tools and services that enable the creation and publication of OER and to culminate this learning process, the design, development and publication of a OER.
Thus, the task writing of texts on the issue OER (Figure 5) allowed to gain familiarity with the theme OER and rethink their potential, as well as issues concerning licensing, so fundamental to the operation of the OER philosophy.

Figure 5 – Extract from a writing text of a student at CU Materials and Resources eLearning - 2019-2020.

Writing articles by students, who have studied the OER concept and its pedagogical dimension in eLearning contexts, promoted an in-depth knowledge of the OER philosophy. Here we can mention the two texts written by two students who are part of this article, a published online in the student's blog and one that, at the option of the author, was shared in activity Forum: Open Educational Resources - highlight for the future of learning¹ (Pereira, 2015) and Challenges to the use of Open Educational Resources by Brazilian educators (Batista, 2015). The production of these items resulted in the first production of the students on the theme in question, therefore, as a learning strategy, his writing was essential to enable students to reflection and synthesis applied new knowledge, resulting in different experiences and very additional, which can be seen by the two productions exemplified.

Another point that marked the learning process was the contact with repositories and OER, which enabled the experimentation and implementation of 5R already mentioned. These products allowed investigate sources of information and experience different relief learning situations to the apprehension of the pedagogical potential of areas, particularly in eLearning contexts. At this stage of the process, there is the diversity
of resources researched and intense debate in the forums, considering the diverse OER formats and also the various resources available online that are confused with OER, without, however, meet all the fundamental principles of this philosophy. Moreover, the activities carried out, in particular the selection of OER and planning of a proposed educational activity that use it, set up a first opportunity of educational application of a OER considering all its potential as use permission of selected resource.

At this point of this article, are presented in more detail the products that resulted from the last thematic unit CU - Open Educational Resources Production - by the intensity with which it was experienced either by the joint capacity of the powers provided for development at CU and the OER that resulted from this activity.

The challenge was to develop a OER to be presented in a virtual exhibition on the theme "The present and future of online education: prospects and challenges". The activity would have to be developed in four distinct phases: a) definition of the work area; b) planning activity; c) preparation of the OER; d) writing a critical reflection of the whole process.

Both students have chosen to run the pairs towards the goals of optimization, collaborative work and a construction of the richest and enriching knowledge.

We presented below (Figure 6) an example of the product presented by a student: a video about Open Education and Face-to-face Education
At this point of this article, are presented in more detail the products that resulted from the last thematic unit CU - Open Educational Resources Production - by the intensity with which it was experienced either by the joint capacity of the powers provided for development at CU and the OER that resulted from this activity. The challenge was to develop a OER to be presented in a virtual exhibition on the theme "The present and future of online education: prospects and challenges". The activity would have to be developed in four distinct phases: a) definition of the work area; b) planning activity; c) preparation of the OER; d) writing a critical reflection of the whole process.

Both students have chosen to run the pairs towards the goals of optimization, collaborative work and a construction of the richest and enriching knowledge.

One of the authors presented as a final product of the activity the development of an online magazine - REAeduca - Journal of Education for the twenty-first Century. All the online page building process, graphics, articles, infographics, promotional teaser and promotion of the magazine page on Facebook® social network is the work of the two group members (except the publication of a colleague invited to an article on the subject in focus).

The official REAeduca site can be found at http://reaeduca.wix.com/reaeduca address (Figure 7) and the public page on the social network said, to promote and stimulate the magazine at http://www.facebook.com/reaeduca/.

2.5 Personal and professional impact

The student experience that CU has exceeded initial expectations, particularly in the personal and professional growth that occurred. Noteworthy is the access to a more detailed and scientifically based knowledge, largely achieved part actively during the research activities and discussion with peers as well as the awareness of the importance of the democratization of knowledge and capabilities that OER philosophy embraces with regard to the promotion of eLearning quality and successfully.
We denote the starting contexts with which we started the CU were agreed, but also superficial, allowing stress the importance of the pedagogical design of the CU and the pedagogical approach to teaching, to the active and collaborative construction of an effective knowledge of the potential of OER philosophy.

The frequency at CU enabled the development of digital skills and contact with tools, repositories and OER strategies that are of significant importance to our attitude to the dissemination of information on the network, copyrights and the issues that arise with the licensing of different resources available to the network interaction.

It is essential to emphasize the professional impact that CU promoted in students. Both students work with Education and reinforce the potential for OER to and from all education and an effective application of the topics covered during the semester. All the knowledge gained has been translated into powers beyond the context of this master and internalized in their professional practices, highlighted the selection of skills, adaptation and publication of online educational resources, becoming more conscious for both students the minimum requirements for production and sharing OER. It is relevant to say that the change goes beyond the personal attitude to the available resources, particularly in the online context, but both adopted after this experience, an active stance multiplication OER philosophy in their professional contexts.

A concrete example of this transformation, one of the authors who operates a professional education institution in Brazil, started a movement to discuss institutional actions in order to contribute to the awareness of the teams on the use of online resources in the creation of educational materials, and to promote activities with the management teams of the importance of defining usage policies and sharing of resources produced by the institution, contributing to the virtuous cycle of the OER movement.

3. CONCLUSION

The main scientific results and technological and educational innovations that can be detached from the experience are analyzed the impact of OER in teaching design in virtual environments and its role for an open education, effective and successful. In the educational context, teachers (regardless of their more or less active roles in technology co-development of OER) have the challenge of creating possibilities of integration of educational technology network in the teaching-learning process and also in research activities. In other words, this means that in addition to the theoretical
discussion of the principles of open education, are becoming necessary concrete practices that generate wider impacts on reuse.

The academic community that argues in favor of the open education movement needs to communicate with more confidence innovative pedagogical practices from the point of view of teaching (co) authored for integration of OER in online education. If, on the one hand, the concepts and theoretical productions are moving, on the other, there is still much to be done to consolidate the OER, in terms of implementation of teaching practices, institutionalization of training programs to expand technological and pedagogical fluency of teachers infrastructure open storage logistics for sharing and public policy.
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